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Scripting Intelligence: Web 3.0 Information, Gathering and ProcessingApress, 2009
This book covers Web 3.0 technologies from a software developer’s point of view. While nontechies can use web services and portals that other people create, developers have the ability to be creators and consumers at the same time—by integrating their work with other people’s efforts.

The Meaning of Web 3.0
...
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Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2011

	You have a great idea for an app, but where do you begin? Objective-C is the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps, and Objective-C for Absolute Beginners, Second Edition starts you on the path to mastering this language and its latest release. Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to...
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A Century of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT, 1882-1982Apress, 1985

	
		The book's text and many photographs introduce readers to the renowned teachers and researchers who are still well known in engineering circles.

	
		Electrical engineering is a protean profession. Today the field embraces many disciplines that seem far removed from its roots in the telegraph, telephone, electric...
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Real Options Analysis Course : Business Cases and Software ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Real Options Analysis Course
"Dr. Mun’s latest book is a logical extension of the theory and application presented in Real Options Analysis. More specifically, the Real Options Analysis Course presents numerous real options examples and provides the reader with step-by-step problem-solving techniques. After having read the...
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Bulletproof Ajax (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2007
Step-by-step guide reveals best practices for enhancing Web sites with Ajax
	A step-by-step guide to enhancing Web sites with Ajax.
	Uses progressive enhancement techniques to ensure graceful degradation (which makes sites usable in all browsers).
	Shows readers how to write their own Ajax...
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Swarm Intelligence: Introduction and Applications (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2008
The laws that govern the collective behavior of social insects, flocks of birds, or fish schools continue to mesmerize researchers. While individuals are rather unsophisticated, in cooperation they can solve complex tasks, a prime example being the ability of ant colonies to find shortest paths between their nests and food sources. Task-solving...
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Linking Enterprise DataSpringer, 2010

	Enterprise data is growing at a much faster rate than traditional technologies allow. New enterprise architectures combining existing technologies are desperately needed. This book suggests a way forward by applying new techniques of the World Wide Web to enterprise information systems.


	Linking Enterprise Data is an edited volume...
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Pro PuppetApress, 2011

	The lives of system administrators and operations staff often revolve around a series of repetitive tasks: configuring hosts, creating users, and managing applications, daemons, and services. Often these tasks are repeated many times in the life cycle of one host, from building to decommissioning, and as new configuration is added or...
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Grid Integration of Electric Vehicles in Open Electricity MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Presenting the policy drivers, benefits and challenges for grid integration of electric vehicles (EVs) in the open electricity market environment, this book provides a comprehensive overview of existing electricity markets and demonstrates how EVs are integrated into these different markets and power systems. Unlike other texts, this book...
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.NET Wireless ProgrammingSybex, 2002
Microsoft’s .NET strategy embraces a vision for integrating diverse      elements of computing technology and data services. The wireless Internet and      mobile devices are core components of that strategy. Visual Studio .NET includes      a powerful set of toolsthe Mobile Internet Toolkitfor developing websites and      applications...
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php|architect's Guide to E-Commerce Programming with MagentoMarco Tabini, 2008
This highly anticipated book will give you the insight you need to successfully manage and customize your Magento Commerce installation.    php|architect's Guide to Programming with Magento takes you from installation to deployment of this popular e-commerce open source software. Magentos flexibility and Zend Framework-based structure have made it...
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NumPy CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	We, NumPy users, live in exciting times. New NumPy-related developments seem to come

	to our attention every week or maybe even daily. When this book was being written, NumPy

	Foundation of Open Code for Usable Science was created. The Numba project—NumPy-aware,

	dynamic Python compiler using LLVM—was announced. Also,...
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